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For each example, circle whether the language is formal 
or informal.
1.  Good morning, Mr. Mayor. May we ask you about the 

weather emergency?

   formal  informal

2.  Hey! Did you see those cool thunderclouds? They were 
awesome!

   formal  informal

3.  Weather experts reported seeing two funnel clouds  
yesterday.

   formal  informal

4.  Was I scared? Sure! It was so windy. I thought for sure 
the house would fall down!

   formal  informal

Formal language consists of complete sentences and 

standard grammar. You should use formal language when 

writing an academic essay. Informal language consists of 

incomplete sentences and slang. Use informal language 

in friendly pieces of writing, such as e-mails or letters to 

friends or family members. 

Formal Informal
Good night, Miss Lopez. Bye Ashley. I’m out!

In my opinion, this is correct. I think it’s OK, you know?

Compare Formal and  
Informal Uses of Language
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Read each sentence. Write formal or informal on the line 
to tell what kind of language is used.

1. Hello, Ma’am. It is nice to meet you. ________________

2. Yikes! That looked like it hurt. ________________

3. Would you please pass me the book? ________________

4. Hey! What’s going on? ________________

Write formal or informal on the line to tell what kind of 
language is used in each situation described below.

5. talking to a brother or sister ________________

6. talking to the principal _____________

7. writing an essay for school ________________

Formal language is used for important purposes, such 

as reports and interviews. Formal language uses correct 

grammar.

The Statue of Liberty is in New York. It stands on Liberty 

Island in New York Harbor. 

Informal language is used for everyday purposes, 

such as text messages and letters to friends and family. 

Informal language is written the way people speak. 

Hi, Kaiden! I’m in New York with my family. We just saw 

the Statue of Liberty. It’s so cool!

Compare Formal and  
Informal Uses of Language
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Write the spelling word for each clue.

swimming raked using hopped liked

sitting taking smiled running making

 1. the opposite of frowned ___________________________

 2. faster than walking ___________________________

 3. how fish get around ___________________________

 4. gathered leaves into a pile ___________________________

 5. went in short, quick jumps ___________________________

  

 6. Dad is ___________________________ breakfast.

 7. He is ___________________________ a lot of pepper.

 8. Mom and Brian are ________________________ at the table.

 9. Brian is ___________________________ another plate.

10. Everyone ___________________________ Dad’s breakfast.

Inflectional Endings  
with Spelling Changes

Write the spelling word that best completes 
each sentence.
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Write the spelling words that match the given rule for 
forming the past or present tense of the word.

Past tense: double the final consonant and add -ed

swimming raked using hopped liked

sitting taking smiled running making

Inflectional Endings  
with Spelling Changes

Past tense: delete the final e and add -ed

Present tense: delete the final e and add -ing

Present tense: double the final consonant and  
add -ing

 1. __________________________

 2. __________________________ 3. ___________________________

 4. __________________________

 8. __________________________ 9. ___________________________

 5. __________________________ 6. ___________________________

 7. __________________________

10. __________________________


